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Abstract
Fused filament fabrication (FFF) is the most common form of 3D-printing used today. It
combines ease-of-use with broad material options that allow for a wide spectrum of applications.
Parts made this way are still considered only prototypes due to their relatively weak strength as
compared to traditional manufacturing methods. Two factors leading to a decrease in strength are
the interior voids and poor bonding roads. A chamber was created to implement pressurized
annealing cycles on nylon 6 co-polymer parts to decrease interior voids and increase road bonding.
A designed experiment was used to determine main effect parameter estimates for five factors:
annealing time, temperature and pressure, cooling rate, and pressurized cooling.
The results showed that with 800 psig of applied pressure during annealing, a significant
closing of voids is possible. Annealing in a confined environment led to no noticeable part
distortions. The increased density of the parts did not lead to increased yield strength in tension or
bending and ultimately made the parts much more brittle. There was found to be a small increase
in crystallinity and tensile modulus with small effect sizes. The impact energy absorption
capability of the parts was also decreased. After the screening experiment, a validation study was
then done to assess the annealing process in the absence of pressure and confining medium. These
tests showed significant increase in part performance in both tension and flexion. These in air
annealed parts did suffer from increased part distortion.
These first look results of elevated isostatic pressure annealing indicate that pressurized
annealing may be a viable post-processing technique for FFF parts. Great care needs to be taken
when exposing parts to elevated pressure. The annealing process has been further verified to be an
avenue to stronger FFF parts.
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Introduction
1.1 Manufacturing of the Future
In the 1980’s, an engineer named Hideo Kodama, filed for patent on the first 3D printing (3DP)
technology, a method for creating objects by additive manufacturing, a faster method than traditional
subtractive manufacturing (Kodama, 1981). It was the first breakthrough in rapid prototyping and used
thermoset polymers cured by laser. As the technology evolved, engineers developed more processes, and
created designs from plastics, metals, ceramics and others. The 3DP systems work in a similar way to
CNC machines and use similar coding languages, namely “gCode”. Additive manufacturing rapidly
accelerated the process to develop, design, and produce a physical prototype, which meant a large increase
in productivity. Additive manufacturing, 3DP, is the engine for future manufacturing.
Along with these benefits, there are several issues holding back 3DP processes, compared traditional
manufacturing methods. 3DP works by joining layers of material sequentially one on the other, to build
any unique final form. There are several ways to achieve this, such as stereolithography, binder jetting, or
filament fabrication, but each relies on the adhesion of these layers to form a complete model. For this
reason, 3D-printed parts can be viewed as laminate composites, incurring the same benefits and detriments
of other laminate processes. Typical parts have anisotropic strength properties resulting from the layers
and require certain care when determining build orientation or lamina alignment. Other negative factors
include lower density than bulk polymer values, poor strength metrics, high point stresses, and
1

dimensional inaccuracies from the intended model. Correcting these negatives will expand upon the field
of traditional manufacturing and allow 3DP to become a reliable means to end-product goals.

1.2 The Printing Process
1.2.1 The 3DP Work Flow
Additive processes require fewer steps than traditional subtractive manufacturing. The cycle starts
with designing the part or assembly in a 3D design package or obtaining a pre-existing model. This solid
body part is then converted into a triangular mesh that defines all interior and exterior surfaces. The most
common format is an STL file. The resolution of the final part is dependent upon the quality of the STL
mesh, meaning more triangles provide more detail with longer computation time. The STL file is imported
into a slicing program that allows the user to manipulate the mesh and define the printing parameters for
the process. Slicing is then performed by taking all user-defined parameters and generating toolpaths for
each layer of the print. The resulting file is sent to the printer for execution and production. Figure 1.1
outlines these steps for most 3DP processes. Understanding this workflow is integral when designing parts
for additive manufacturing because of the different challenges with producing a quality part. Much like
how design for assembly/manufacturing (DFMA) has reduced part count and manufacturing time in a
traditional setting, design for additive manufacturing (DFAM), allows users to take full advantage of each
printing process.

2

Figure 1.1: Process workflow for a 3DP chess rook from design to printed part.

Not mentioned is a post-processing step, which varies depending on the chosen process. In a general
case, post-processing of 3D parts consists of removing excess material from the part that is left over from
printing. As the printing work flow is concerned, i.e. not adding steps to further improve parts, postprocessing is only required when sacrificial components are printed to support or otherwise aid the final
part. It can also be required when excess material remains on the parts exterior after printing. The
conditions of post-processing vary widely and are left out for simplicity.

1.2.2 Fused Filament Fabrication
Among the 3DP processes, the most common is fused filament fabrication (FFF) or fused material
extrusion (FME). This process uses a thermoplastic feedstock in wire or pellet form by placing roads along
predefined paths to build the model. This method is inexpensive to develop and offers the availability of
many materials, the most common being acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) and polylactic acid (PLA).
The polymer is heated, above the melt temperature (Tm) for semi-crystalline thermoplastics and above the
glass temperature (Tg) for amorphous thermoplastics and extruded through a nozzle to the build surface.
The nozzle follows the path defined in the gCode, from the slicing step, extruding a narrow road (Ø 2503

500µm) that fuses to the existing roads and layers. In Figure 1.2, a typical gantry style FFF printer with a
single feed material is depicted. This process benefits from low printing times and broad material selection
but does not have high feature resolution, dimensional accuracy or isotropic strength (Dizon, Espera,
Chen, & Advincula, 2018). While lower-strength parts are fine for prototyping, increasing the strength
and isotropy of the parts produced with FFF is a great point of interest for manufacturing production parts
with this process.

Figure 1.2: Schematic of a gantry style FFF 3D printer and its constituent parts. As depicted, the hotend carriage
moves in all linear directions: X,Y, and Z. (A) Filament feedstock (B) Filament extruder and hot end carriage (C)
Printed model (D) Support material (E) Build plate (F) Build volume.
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There are many parameters to consider when using the FFF process. Some of the commonly varied
parameters are depicted in Figure 1.3. The effect that each of these parameters has on a final part is not
yet fully understood. Where strength is concerned, these parameters may vary as compared to visual or
artistic models. This process also has the inherent problem of introducing voids between extruded roads.
This is due to elliptical road cross sections not being well suited for packing efficiency. These interior
voids lead to a lowered part strength when compared to the bulk material.

Figure 1.3: Section view of a FFF printed part showing the commonly varied process parameters. This part is
shown with a fully dense infill pattern at a 45° angle. Dashed lines are added to the roads to show printed width
and height before necking.
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1.2.3 Other 3DP Processes
There are several other processes that can be used for 3DP applications. Each has its own benefits and
drawbacks as described in Table 1.1. The earliest printers patented by Chuck Hull used stereolithography
(SLA), which cured a photopolymer resin layer by layer. This method provides much more accuracy and
resolution than FFF due to the effective size of the nozzle diameter being a laser point (140µm). SLA parts
are often brittle, require post-processing, and are limited in material selection. Selective laser sintering
(SLS), which works in a similar way to SLA, uses a laser to heat and melt thermoplastic powder to produce
parts. SLS generally requires large processing equipment, and the unused powder is often not recyclable
(Dotchev & Yusoff, 2009). Parts made this way can have complex geometry but have a rough surface
finish. Due to the relative complexity of these systems as compared to FFF printers, they are often closed
and not open source. For more information on other printing processes refer to Additive Manufacturing
Technologies: Rapid Prototyping to Direct Digital Manufacturing by Gibson (Gibson, Rosen, & Stucker,
2009).
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Table 1.1: Comparison of the most common forms of 3D printing (All3DP, 2019).

Process

Print
Time

Resolution

Materials

Cost

Use Cases

Material
Extrusion

Short

Low

Broad
(Thermoplastics)

$

Prototypes, Large volume

Very High

Limited (Thermosets)

$$

Small, highly detailed

$-$$

Complex geometries

Vat
Very
Polymerization Long
Powder Bed
Fusion

Long

High

Limited
(Thermoplastics,
Metal)

Material
Jetting

Medium

High

Limited
(Photopolymers)

$$$

Full color, similar to
injection mold

Binder Jetting

Long

High

Broad (Polymer,
Metal, Ceramic)

$

Large volume

1.3 Polymers
For the purposes of this research, only a single polymer was observed. Polymers are commonly used
in industrial applications, where high strength materials with low weight are desirable or when chemical
interaction may degrade other materials. The ratio of strength to weight is often used to compare materials
of varying compositions and is called a material’s specific strength. It is also important to note what
strength means for a given application. As a measure of mechanical integrity, there are three common
metrics: hardness, strength, and toughness. Hardness is the resistance to scratching or indentation, strength
is the resistance to deformation, and toughness is the resistance to fracturing. This thesis focuses on
strength and toughness by these definitions.
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1.3.1 Polyamide 6
Polyamide 6 (PA6, Nylon 6) is a semi-crystalline thermoplastic material categorized as an engineered
polymer with many uses in industry. The chemical formula is [C6H11NO]n. Polyamide exhibits strong
hydrogen bonding, lending to high impact and tensile strength (Gruenwald, 1993).
Figure 1.4 shows the repeating unit and some physical and chemical properties of PA6. Nylons are known
for low coefficient of friction, abrasion resistance and chemical resistance, while having a relatively low
Tg and high Tm. The challenge for 3DP with nylons is in part due to their high Tm, above which many low
cost FFF printers operate. Nylons also have poor adhesion to most common bed surfaces and warp if not
properly heated. All nylons are hydrophilic and tend to degrade in ambient conditions very quickly due to
water absorption. PA6 is among the worst with a small number of -CH2- groups and a water absorption
over 24h of 9.5% (Gruenwald, 1993). Although a challenge to use, PA6 is desirable due to its prevalence
in manufacturing today.
Parameter
Tg (˚C)
Tm (˚C)
$
𝛥𝐻#
(J g-1)
Density (g cm-3)
Typ. Crystallinity (%)
Tensile Modulus (GPa)
Tensile Strength (MPa)

Value (Wypych, 2012)
62
220
230
1.16
26-50
0.57-1.2
74-106

Figure 1.4: Left: Repeating monomer chemical structure of PA6. Right: Chemical and physical properties of bulk
PA6.

1.3.2 Crystallization Kinetics
Unlike crystalline materials like metals, which upon cooling form neat lattices, polymers form both
crystalline and amorphous regions upon cooling from melt. Above Tm, thermoplastic polymers are
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considered super cooled liquids with a very high viscosity (Kalogeras & Lobland, 2012). This is why they
are used in manufacturing for injection molding, spinning, hot blowing, and 3DP. When cooled from the
melt, some polymers will not form any ordered (crystalline) regions and will be more disordered with
chains intertwining. These are called amorphous polymers. Unlike a metal, nearly all polymers will not
form full crystalline structures and instead will have regions of ordered chains with interspersed disordered
chains as shown in Figure 1.5. While crystallizing, these regions can take on three-dimensional shapes,
one is the spherulite. The growth of a spherulite is random, originating from a nucleus, propagating
outward in all directions until reaching a stopping boundary, like an amorphous region or another
spherulite. This mode of crystallization is common for polymers cooled under isothermal conditions.

Figure 1.5: Depiction of a semi-crystalline polymer showing the crystalline and amorphous regions. Not
highlighted are the tie molecules which are in between the two regions holding them together. A single molecular
chain can extend between both amorphous and crystalline phases.

The science behind crystallization in polymers is not fully understood but is defined well for
approximating different growth parameters for the crystalline structure. According to the Avrami
equation, Equation 1, isothermal crystallization progresses as:
𝑥(𝑡) = 1 − 𝑒 -./
9

0

(1)

1

𝑡1/3

ln 2 :
=4
9
𝐾

(2)

where x(t) is the fraction converted to the crystalline phase at time t and K and n are constants defined by
the type of crystallization (Van Krevelen & Te Nijenhui, 2009). Equation 2 gives the half-life of
crystallization or the time taken for half of the melt to crystallize. These constants have been tabulated for
many polymers at different crystallization temperatures. The supercooling, or difference in melt and
crystallization temperature, can also affect the crystals formed, shown in Figure 1.6. Higher supercooling
leads to more, smaller crystals with the opposite being true for lower supercooling.

200μm

Figure 1.6: Still images taken from a time lapse video of isothermal crystallization of polypropylene (Großkurth,
1990). Row A is cooled just below the melt temperature and shows few large crystals forming. Row B is rapidly
cooled and shows the formation of many smaller crystals.

1.3.3 Mass Transfer
Inherently within FFF style prints, there will be some trapped gases between roads which did not fully
weld together. With a negative air gap, these voids can be reduced, but are ultimately still going to be
present. Aside from the much higher percentage of trapped air in voids, there are also gases trapped in the
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polymer from the extrusion process. Because the gases do not help to increase the strength of polymer
parts, it is advantageous to remove as much as possible.
The basic polymer physics defining the relation of mass transfer of the gases through a polymer are as
follows (Van Krevelen & Te Nijenhui, 2009):
>?@
AB

[𝑚E (𝑆𝑇𝑃) (𝑚E 𝑃𝑎)-1 ]

(3)

JK
𝐷$ 𝑒 - AB
JM
𝑃$ 𝑒 - AB

[𝑚3 𝑠 -1 ]

(4)

[𝑚E (𝑆𝑇𝑃) (𝑚 𝑠 𝑃𝑎)-1 ]

(5)

𝑆(𝑇) = 𝑆$ 𝑒 𝐷 (𝑇 ) =
𝑃 (𝑇 ) =

where S, D and P are the solubility, diffusion, and permeation coefficients, respectively, T is absolute
temperature, R is the gas constant, DHS is the molar heat of sorption, ED is the activation energy of
diffusion, and EP is the activation energy of permeation. The units of each constant are given in brackets
by the equation.
These constants are useful for determining the time, pressure, and temperature requirements to drive
gases from polymers. The mechanics are as follows. Gases will dissolve on the outer surface of the
polymer and then slowly diffuse through the polymer to a region of lower concentration. How easily this
process occurs defines the permeability of the polymeric-gas system. In order for the gap to be closed
between roads, the air needs to escape. In most 3DP parts, this pocket of air is a closed loop, so no natural
vent exists. This requires that the air pass through any errors in the printed layers or diffuse into the
polymer. The later seems reasonable, but will only hold for non-reheated parts (Leterrier & G’Sell, 1994).
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1.4 Heat Treating Polymers
1.4.1 Annealing
For centuries in metallurgy, annealing has been used to promote desired qualities at the molecular
level. In polymers, annealing can have the same effect, but tends to result in a more brittle material as
opposed to the softening that occurs with metals. Polymer annealing is a heat treatment method in which
the part is heated to a temperature quickly, held at that temperature for a designated amount of time, and
then allowed to cool at a slow rate, as shown in Figure 1.7. This process lends itself to many controllable
factors that may have varied impacts on the final part. The factors of greatest concern are the time and
temperature for the holding phase and the cooling rate.

Figure 1.7: Typical temperature vs. time curve for an annealing cycle of a semi-crystalline polymer. The
constituent times, temperatures, and ramps can vary widely for different polymers.
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In semi-crystalline polymers, different crystalline regions melt at different temperatures due to their
size, often called selective melting (Yeh, Hosemann, Loboda-Čačković, & Čačković, 1976). Above the
temperature which any crystalline region melts, it will become amorphous. Slowly cooling the polymer
allows the newly melted regions to crystallize, resulting in potentially a higher amount of tightly packed,
dense polymer chain regions. Crystallinity is then the ratio of crystalline to amorphous regions in the
material, given by Equation 6. This is often measured using differential scanning calorimetery (DSC) to
determine the heat of fusion and cold crystallization for a sample of the polymer.
𝛸O =

P𝛥𝐻Q P − |𝛥𝐻OO |
𝛥𝐻Q$

(6)

where Χ is the percent crystallinity, 𝛥𝐻Q is the heat of fusion, 𝛥𝐻OO is the heat of cold crystallization,
and 𝛥𝐻Q$ is the theoretical heat of fusion for a totally crystalline polymer (Kong & Hay, 2002). Most
polymers cannot attain complete crystallinity and are generally not very crystalline at all. The aspect ratio
of a single long chain is too high, which leads to a folding back on itself or pulling into the disordered
regions.
Similar to metals, the highest strength polymers are those that have the smallest crystalline regions,
with no decrease in crystallinity. If a crack is to form, it will propagate along crystalline boundaries, and
with smaller boundaries, this mitigates chances of failure. It is difficult to achieve this in polymers though
and can be achieved using additives to the polymer matrix. For the purposes of this study, nucleating
additives are not addressed. However, since there is a trend that higher crystallinity leads to higher tensile
strength, crystallinity is maximized using annealing.
Some researchers note that during the FFF printing process, a type of annealing occurs because there
is slow cooling as the print executes. When the polymer is in the melt state during extrusion, all of the
chains are in an amorphous state. Once a road has been printed, it takes on the order of a minute to decrease
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to ambient temperature, with similar spikes in temperature of decreasing magnitude any time roads are
printed above the area of interest (Kousiatza, Chatzidai, & Karalekas, 2017; Sun, Rizvi, Bellehumeur, &
Gu, 2008). This cooling is too quick for most polymers to crystallize to their full potential.
1.4.2 Hot Isostatic Pressing
With 3DP parts, most prints involve using some type of interior lattice structure to reduce weight with
minimal decrease in strength, commonly known as infill. For other applications, which high mechanical
strength is required, fully dense parts are most desirable. This is hardly attained in most cases, with voids
forming between roads. There are techniques in metal additive manufacturing that employ high pressures
and temperatures to sinter together metal particles in a can. The process is called isostatic pressing and
can be done under cold (CIP) or hot (HIP) conditions. Under sufficient pressure and or heat, metal powders
will become fully dense near net shape parts. When metal powder is used, a sacrificial bag is required to
hold the shape prior to pressing. If a part is already formed, this bag is not required in processing. Two
bag methods exist, wet and dry. In the wet process, water or oil is used as the pressure medium. In the dry
process, a gas is used. A schematic for the dry bag hot process is shown in Figure 1.8.
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Figure 1.8: Schematic of a hot isostatic pressing system. The part is suspended within a medium, allowing for
equal pressure from all sides, resulting in a net zero force and equal compression.

The main benefit of this production method is the isostatic pressure exerted on the part. This means
that simultaneously, equal pressure is applied to all faces resulting in a compressing force. Inherently there
is a volume change resulting from the collapse and filling of the interior voids. This can be accounted for
by scaling the green part prior to HIPing. Under the proper conditions, this method can be used to close
the interior voids created from the FFF process.
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Literature Review
Many ways have been proposed to measure and improve the mechanical performance of FFF printed
parts (Dizon et al., 2018; Lederle, Meyer, Brunotte, Kaldun, & Hübner, 2016; Mathijsen, 2017; Sood,
Ohdar, & Mahapatra, 2010). In general, the conclusion is that parts made in this way exhibit anisotropic
strength properties, making the print process a main focus of study. Much less work has been done to
examine the effect that post-processing has on final part properties. A thorough review of the literature on
3D printing and polymer science has been conducted to assess the current state of FFF parts. The review
serves as a basis for the currently proposed research methods, as well as a background of the underlying
polymer mechanics.

2.1 Printing Process Optimization
Most modern slicers allow users to adjust around twenty-five settings, while some packages like
Simplify3D (S3D) allow users to adjust over 100 settings for the printing process (3D Printing Software |
Simplify3D, 2018). Having this large sampling space opens the possibility of research to determine the
optimal parameters for achieving part strength. It is clear from reported articles that the main process
parameters contributing to part strength are: raster angle, raster width, raster style, air gap, print speed,
print orientation, and layer height (Mohamed, Masood, & Bhowmik, 2015). There have been many studies
completed to answer the question of optimal parameter settings, but many seem to contradict each other.
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The challenge can largely be attributed to the interaction between parameters. For this reason, Table 2.1
shows recommended settings from the literature for the factors of interest with emphasis on consistency
between these interactions.
Table 2.1: Optimal printing parameters for tensile strength.

Parameter
Raster Angle (˚)

Raster Width (mm)
Raster Style
Air Gap (mm)
Print Speed (mm/s)
Print orientation
Layer height (mm)

Range
0, -45/45, 0/90, 90

Optimum
0

Reference
(Ahn, Montero, Odell, Roundy, &
Wright, 2002; Chacón, Caminero,
García-Plaza, & Núñez, 2017; Lanzotti,
Grasso, Staiano, & Martorelli, 2015)
0.4 - 0.6
0.5
(Rajpurohit & Dave, 2018)
Rectilinear, Concentric Rectilinear (Chacón et al., 2017; Rangisetty &
Peel, 2017)
-0.0508 – 0.05
-0.0025
(Rayegani & Onwubolu, 2014)
20 - 80
50
(Chacón et al., 2017; Rangisetty &
Peel, 2017)
On-edge, Flat, Vertical Flat, 0˚
(Chacón et al., 2017; Wang, Xie, Weng,
Senthil, & Wu, 2016)
0.06 - 0.3
0.06
(A.E, Ramdani, R.V, & D.K, 2017;
Chacón et al., 2017)

It is apparent that the tensile strength is highly correlated with the slicing parameters. The largest
response reported for PLA is by Chacón et. al., obtaining a tensile stress of 89.1 MPa (Chacón et al.,
2017). This can be attributed to the very low layer height used with no air gap. A lower layer height will
provide the highest space filling, but least air flow and potential stress build-up (Sood et al., 2010). At this
time, there does not appear to be a single correct answer to optimizing the FFF process parameters for
highest strength, but using the best settings from previous reports serves as a good benchmark.
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2.2 Comparing FFF with Traditional Manufacturing
Comparing two techniques of manufacturing is difficult because each may have their own use cases
and strengths. The main downside of additive manufacturing today is speed of processing. Most processes
take on the order of hours to create a part compared with traditional methods that may take minutes. Even
the fastest 3DP processes today (see Table 1.1) lack heavily in this area.
While creating objects for everyday use is suitable for additive manufacturing currently, there is still a
lack of trust for creating engineered designs without significant experimental data. Focusing on FFF, it is
clear that material properties are weaker from the layer-wise building. Nylon 6 is a material with wide
ranging values for various metrics shown in Figure 2.1. For the purpose of comparison, the average values
were used for each, as reported by MatWeb (MatWeb, 2017).

Tensile Yield (MPa)
100
10

Crystallinity (%)

Tensile Modulus (GPa)
1
0.1

Impact Energy
(kJ/m^2)

Flex Yield (MPa)

Flex Modulus (GPa)

Figure 2.1: Radar plot showing the comparison of average values for unreinforced nylon 6 as reported by
MatWeb in red and nylon 6 created by FFF in black.
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Clearly the FFF processed parts fall inside of the average values for traditional manufacturing
methods. Some metrics like crystallinity and tensile yield are approaching this threshold and this is good,
but still more research needs to investigate pushing this boundary further. It may also be the case that for
nylon 6, the specific use case influences which properties are maximized, further muddying the waters for
comparison.

2.3 Heat Treating
2.3.1 Annealing
Annealing polymeric structures has been a practice done as long as plastics have been used. The ability
to adjust the smallest scale structures of a part to promote desired characteristics has been a hallmark of
manufacturing. In 3DP, the weld strength between roads is the largest contributor to part strength. Between
intra-layer and inter-layer interfaces, the main force holding the printed roads together is the entanglement
of polymer chains across the bond. When new roads are placed, the heat conducted through the polymer
allows neighbors to sinter together (Li, Sun, Bellehumeur, & Gu, 2002). A rigorous model was created to
explain the processes involved for an amorphous polymer and showed that high print temperature was a
very significant factor in interpenetration depth of the entanglement and entanglement fraction (Mcllroy
& Olmsted, 2017). To obtain high values of entanglement, relatively high temperatures are required. This
is partially due to the short time scale which the heat conduction to other roads is relevant. The high
temperature leads to negative effects on other aspects of the part, like surface finish and geometric
accuracy. It is then important to look at the other aspect of entanglement – relaxation time. Annealing
temperatures do not approach these high printing temperatures, but allow a longer time span over which
the polymer chains are mobile and can strengthen the bonds.
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Other morphological changes occur during an annealing cycle: crystallization, densification, and
residual stress relief. Under the heating and slow cooling of an annealing cycle, the polymer chains have
enough energy to move and enough time to order themselves into crystalline regions (Carraher Jr., 2017).
Due to the higher packing efficiency, a higher crystallinity part will have a higher density. This higher
density can lead to an increased tensile strength, but more brittle structure. Lastly, annealing will allow
the part to relax and relieve residual stresses formed from the layer-wise printing and temperature spikes.
As shown in Figure 2.2, the temperature of previous layers will increase as the print head moves over, but
the effect is decreased as the layers increase. The uneven heating and cooling conditions lead to uneven
latent stresses in the part. These are often the cause of warping while printing, but also are stress
concentrations that can propagate mechanical failure (Casavola, Cazzato, Moramarco, & Pappalettera,
2017).

Figure 2.2: A – Raw IR sensor imaging from an active printer as it deposits new material on previously printed
layers. B – Corrected IR thermal data showing the temperature decrease of newly deposited material and bump
increase in previously printed layers (Seppala & Migler, 2016).

The annealing process has been widely studied for polymers, but less work has been done to observe
meso-structure of printed parts after an annealing cycle. Several studies have found that annealing PLA
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increased tensile strength for a solid part and also found an increase in crystallinity, though reported results
are not entirely consistent between studies (Song et al., 2017; Srithep, Nealey, & Turng, 2013; Wach,
Wolszczak, & Adamus-Wlodarczyk, 2018). Other studies done with ABS, found similar results, leading
to a conclusion that both amorphous densification and residual stress reduction can contribute to an
increased tensile strength of FFF processed parts which have been annealed (Rodriguez, Thomas, &
Renaud, 1999). A more comprehensive study by Rangisetty and Peel of both mentioned polymers,
revealed that PLA and PETG likely have minor benefits from annealing, while ABS may have negative
results (Rangisetty & Peel, 2017). Due to the inconsistences, it is important then to look at the process
conditions by which each trial was conducted, namely time and temperature. It is clear that temperatures
slightly greater than Tg with long enough soaking time will result in positive effects. The most consistent
post annealing response comes from part distortion due to the process. This has yet to be fully mitigated.
2.3.2 Hot Pressing
Unlike annealing of printed parts, isostatic pressing has not previously been studied for the FFF
process. There is a large amount of work involved in HIPing of powder-based printing processes due to
their similarity to normal materials used in isostatic pressing. Hot pressing has been employed to reduce
voids and strengthen parts made via FFF. Parker et. al. looked specifically at the void elimination benefits
from hot pressing at high pressures, but found no significant correlation to part strength with void closure
(Parker, 2009). However, Jo et.al. found that minimal weight applied during cooling did have a positive
effect on tensile strength (Jo, Kwon, & Moon, 2018). At higher weights applied, the variance in the
measured data was also reduced. They both note that HIPing is a viable area of research for 3DP parts,
but stopped short of implementation. The downside of hot pressing is the very limiting geometry choices,
namely flat bars. Perhaps the greatest result from hot pressing of printed parts is by Mei et. al., showing
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that with only 200 kPa, significant increase in tensile strength can be achieved (Mei, Ali, Yan, Ali, &
Cheng, 2019). It is noted that this study was done with a fibrous composite and not a neat material.
3DP is mostly used for structures that are quite irregular and do not have flat parallel sides, like many
standard testing geometries. Replicating the process of SLS printed part HIPing with the knowledge of
how hot pressing effects FFF parts will eliminate this shortcoming.

2.4 Research Goal
The manufacturing industry is estimated at $12 trillion according to the World Bank, with additive
technologies contributing a meager $12.5 billion to the total (Wohlers, 2014). For additive techniques to
be adopted into the current manufacturing system, printed parts need to be able to meet or surpass the
capabilities of injection molding with low variance. The goal is to develop a post-processing routine using
high pressure annealing and evaluate the trends of various factors using a screening designed experiment.
Upon success of this research, a new addition to the polymer additive manufacturing workflow can be
used to further the implementation of printed parts in existing assemblies.
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Methodology
Based on the literature reviewed, the aim of this research is to study the effect of isostatic pressure
during annealing on part properties. This accomplished by placed printed parts in a pressure chamber and
packing them in salt to eliminate warping. The whole chamber is placed in a furnace to do the annealing
cycle while under pressure. Once heated for the appropriate amount of time, the parts are cooled slowly
and removed from the chamber for testing. Through the testing, the physical properties are assessed.

3.1 Materials
All parts for this work were printed on an Intamsys Funmat HT machine using Markforged Tough
Nylon 6. This material is reported as a “specifically tuned nylon PA6 copolymer for Fused Filament
Fabrication” by Markforged and thus is a viable candidate for the proposed research (Markforged, 2017).
The Funmat HT is a capable printer that unlike many other open-source 3D printers, has an enclosed
heated build chamber, which helps regulate envelope temperature during printing. Intamsys recommends
the top door be left open when printing nylons, which was followed. Because nylon 6 requires a dry
environment to be stored, a PrintDry filament drying station was setup near the printer, as shown in Figure
3.1a. The nylon was kept under forced convection drying at 50 ºC constantly and fed directly from the
unit to the printer. In order to promote bed adhesion, the removable glass plate was treated with a thin
layer of PVA glue. After each print, the build plate was washed with water and retreated. Figure 3.1b
shows a print that is adhered well to the print bed and not warping.
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Figure 3.1a: Printer setup with the PrintDry box and nylon filament to the right.
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Figure 3.1b: Tensile bar printing with no warping on the frosted glass plate with PVA glue.

The printing parameters, as discussed in Chapter 2, were input into Simplify3D as follows in Table
3.1. These were chosen firstly to ensure that the print finished successfully and then to follow the best
practices for part strength. Many early attempts for printing resulted in failure due to warping and were
not used for testing. This was in large part due to the unidirectional infill angle that caused large stresses
to build up along the long axis of the parts. To eliminate this, a raft was used and discarded after printing.
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Table 3.1: Slicing parameters for Simplify3D using Markforged Nylon 6 on the Intamsys Funmat HT.

Parameter
Nozzle Diameter (mm)
Extrusion Width (mm)
Layer Height (mm)
Outer Perimeters
Infill Density (%)
Infill Angle (º)

Value
0.40
0.51
0.10
2
100
0

Parameter
Nozzle Temperature (ºC)
Bed Temperature (ºC)
Enclosure Temperature (ºC)
Print Speed (mm/s)
Bed Prep
Additions

Value
275
80
40
50
PVA Glue
Raft & Skirt

3.2 Pressure Chamber
Unfortunately, small scale temperature regulated high pressure chambers are not available
commercially. To this end, a chamber was made from parts that were available and on hand. The
constituent parts of the pump were as follows: chamber and clamping plates, the packing/gasket material,
pressure fittings, and the pump. The process of making this chamber was a great focus during this research
and thus each part will be described in detail. Refer to Figure 3.2 for a complete assembly of the apparatus.
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Figure 3.2: Complete assembly of the pressure chamber.

3.2.1 Chamber and Clamping Plates
The chamber used was a two-part clam shell design originally used as a water proof electronics
enclosure. It was made from grade 5 titanium, Ti 6Al-4V and as such was suitable for the most extreme
pressure and temperature combination in this research. The original design had only four M4 screws,
which did not provide enough clamping force on the packing material. Two hot-rolled 3/8th inch steel
plates were used to clamp the two halves of the clam shell design together. The compressive force was
created by six 3/8th inch hex bolts arranged in a rectangular pattern on the edge of each plate. It was
imperative that the plates applied force in a uniform area to avoid blowout of the gasket. As is common,
a star pattern was used when tensioning the bolts. A ratchet wrench was used to apply around 100 ft•lb of
torque on each bolt.
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3.2.2 Gasket/Packing Material
The most challenging aspect of creating this chamber was selecting the proper gasket material. Many
options were tested and weighed against each other for usability. Table 3.2 lists the various gaskets and
packing materials tested with this chamber. For this analysis, gaskets are materials provided in sheets and
packing is material provided in cords. All materials were tested for leakage with soap water at the gasketchamber interface.
Table 3.2: Materials tested to use as the sealing component of the pressure chamber. Each material was chosen
for its temperature resistance and also on hand availability.

Material

Type

Kapton sheet (mm)

Gasket

Graphite with Inconel wire
(1/8th in square)

Buna-N

Packing

Gasket

Pros

Cons

• Easily laser cut
to size
• High
temperature
resistance
• Reusable
• Good
compressibility
• High
temperature
resistance
• Fits in current
groove
• Easily cut to size
• Medium
temperature
resistance
• Reusable a few
times
• Small leakage
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• Low
compressibility
• Low conformity
• Leaked heavily
• Low surface
area on sealing
faces
• Leaked
moderately
• Became stiffer
at high
temperatures
• Low
compressibility

Max Pressure
Held (psig)

< 20

< 50

200

Material

Type

12ga Copper Wire

Packing

Crane-Foil ®

Copper sheet (mm)
Expanded Teflon

Gasket

Gasket
Packing

Pros

Cons

• Cheap
• Easily bent to
shape

• High
temperature and
pressure ratings
• Slow leak rate
• Burst at 1000
psig
• Similar to
Kapton
• Not Reusable
• Easily shaped to
required loop
• High enough
temperature
rating
• Good mating
surface
conformity

• Required high
temp brazing
to complete
loop
• Not shape
conforming to
mating faces
• Very brittle
• Expensive
• Not reusable

Max Pressure
Held (psig)

0

1000

• Same as Kapton
< 20
• Not reusable

1000

The expanded Teflon was used for all of the trial runs as it held pressure the longest compared to the
others. Although all materials leaked, this was dealt with by periodically pumping the system back to the
required pressure, about every thirty minutes.
3.2.3 Pressure Fittings
To accommodate the high temperatures the fittings were subjected to, stainless steel Swage Lok
fittings were used when possible. The chamber required a M12 x 1.5 bolt used as a plug and M16 x 1.5 to
1/2-inch MNPT adapter. Each straight thread was sealed with a liberal amount of high temperature xPando ® pipe joint compound. The adapter on the end in Figure 3.2 was used as a pass-through from the
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oven to the outside, as well as to connect a high-pressure hydraulic line to the pressure pump. All threads
had a few wraps of Teflon tape applied and were tightly screwed together.
The Swagelok fitting connecting the valve to the adapter was left without Teflon because it was
removed after each run so that the chamber was able to be taken out of the furnace. This may have
caused a leak to start after repeated connection and disconnections. At the terminus of the hydraulic
hose, fittings were attached to connect the system to the pump. A 1000 psi check valve was added for
safety from any potential pressure increase.
3.2.4 Pressure Pump
For economic reasons, a manual hand pump was used instead of an electrically activated one. An
OrangeA Airgun PCP Pump capable of reaching 4500 psi was used for this purpose. This meant that
pressure needed to be added and maintained manually under continual watch. As the pressure decreased
due to leakage, the pump was actuated to re-pressurize the chamber. The pressure readings came from an
analog gauge attached to the pump, as in Figure 3.3. Eventually, this manual pressure control will ideally
be replaced with digital pressure regulators and electric pump.
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Figure 3.3: Gauge attached to the pressure pump reading around 800psi.

3.3 Test Standards and Equipment
With the objective to determine changes in the mesostructure of 3D printed parts post annealing,
mechanical and thermal testing were used. The desired metrics to test were the tensile and flexural yield
and modulus, energy at impact, and crystallinity. For unreinforced rigid polymers, the ASTM D638,
ASTM D790, and ASTM D6110 standards were used for tensile, flexural, and impact, respectively.
Although these tests are for plastic parts manufactured by other methods, they have been verified to be
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valid for 3D prints as well (Forster, 2015). All parts were designed in Solidworks 2018 and exported as
STL files to Simplify3D.

3.3.1 Tensile Specimen
As is recommended, the Type 1 tensile bar was used in this research. A dimensioned drawing is shown
in Figure 3.4a. The dimensions were modified to fit the constraints of the pressure chamber used. The tab
length was preserved to ensure no slipping during testing, but the critical region was shortened so the
overall length was sufficient. The sliced part was printed as shown in Figure 3.5b. The parts were tested
on an Instron Universal Testing Machine Model 5567 with a 10kN load cell, shown in Figure 3.5c, at a
strain rate of 5 mm/min. The system was controlled by Bluehill ® Universal.

Figure 3.4a: Dimensioned Type I ASTM D638 tensile test bar. The dimensions have been altered in order to fit
in the pressure chamber.
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Figure 3.5b: Sliced Type I tensile bar from Simplify3D. The green and blue coloring denotes the printed part
with the pink and purple being the raft and skirt, respectively.

Figure 3.5c: Instron 5567 universal testing machine with a tensile bar loaded.
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3.3.2 Flexural Specimen
In accordance with section 7.3.1 of the standard, the rectangular part was modeled as shown in Figure
3.6a. These bars were tested on an MTS Universal Testing machine with a 25kN bidirectional load cell.
Although this load cell is far too large for this type of polymer testing, the noise in the signal is a percent
of reading and not full scale. That is to say that the noise band was not on the order of 250N, larger than
the readings themselves, but instead around 10N. This system was used for convenience as no other setup
was readily available. The resulting noise was filtered using a third order Savitzky–Golay filter and robust
local regression.

Figure 3.6a: Dimensioned bending bar for ASTM D790 flexural testing.

Figure 3.6b: Sliced flexural bar from Simplify3D. The color coding is the same as previously described.
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Figure 3.6c: 3-Point bend testing performed on a MTS Universal testing machine.

Before starting the test, the support span was measured with digital calipers. It was determined to be
49.83mm, sufficient for the 16:1 span to depth ratio for the test. Equation 7 was used to determine the
crosshead speed for testing.
𝑅=

𝑍𝐿3
6𝑑
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(7)

where R is the rate of crosshead motion, L is the support span, d is the depth of beam and Z is the rate of
straining in the outer fiber (ASTM International, 2017). The test was stopped after 5% strain or break.
3.3.3 Charpy Impact Specimen
To perform the impact testing, the Charpy style test was chosen over the Izod variant. This was done
because of the more uniform mounting position. These parts required multiple reprints due to failure from
warping. Due to the depth of the part, large stress buildup in the unidirectional roads warped most parts.
Only parts that had slight warping near the ends with undisturbed notch regions were used for testing. The
notch was also printed in place and not machined. Each part was positioned for testing using a notch
locator on the machine. The digital readout on the machine was used to record the energy absorption upon
each impact.

Figure 3.7a: Dimensioned Charpy impact test part for ASTM D6110 testing.
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Figure 3.7b: Sliced Charpy impact bar from Simplify3D. The color coding is the same as previously described.

Figure 3.7c: Galdabini impact testing machine in the striking positon.
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3.3.4 Physical Measurements and Imaging
To validate the new annealing process further, dimensional changes in the parts were assessed. Before
each part was placed in the pressure chamber, the length, width, and depth of each was recorded. For the
tensile and flexural bars, a single or double dot was drawn on each end with Sharpie to distinguish them
post annealing. The same measurements were recorded and compared after parts were removed from the
pressure chamber.
To view the void structure on the interior of the part, the Charpy parts were used. Sharpie ink was
place on the fracture zone and allowed to dry. After about thirty seconds, a second coat of ink was applied
and allowed to dry. After drying, the ink was removed with paper towel and IPA. The surface of the part
was cleaned and the ink allowed to permeate the voids was left behind, increasing the contrast of the voids
when viewed through a digital microscope. A Hyrox KH-7700 was used to capture tiled images that were
combined and processed in Photoshop CC 2015 to create a complete image of the fracture zone.

3.4 Design of Experiment
A formal designed experiment was implemented to screen the process factors and obtain effect sizes
for each. Due to the limited work in this field, the aim of this study was to have a first look at how the
factors influence various responses. The long processing times were the limiting factor when determining
the sample size and type of experiment to run. A 2-level fractional factorial design was chosen because
only main effects were of interest in this research. This combined with the low number of trials required,
make it a well-suited design for this first-look experimentation.
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3.4.1 Factors and Levels
For any 2-level factorial screening experiment, best practice is to use a wide range of values for a
given factor to have a better chance at detecting an effect in the response. In Table 3.3, the factors and
their corresponding levels are given. As seen from previously mentioned work, time and temperature play
a major role in the annealing process. The cooling rates were chosen based on a forum post to SubsTech
(Kopeliovich, 2013). The pressures that were used covered a large range, while staying within the
capabilities of the available equipment.
Table 3.3: Factors and levels of the 2-level factorial designed experiment.

Factor
Annealing Time, hr.
Annealing Temperature , C
Annealing Pressure, psi
Cooling Rate, C/hr
Pressurized Cooling

Type
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Categorical

Low (-1)
0.75
140
100
6
NO

High (1)
6
190
800
30
YES

3.4.2 Responses
To quantify the effect sizes of the factors, six responses were chosen. These responses, listed in Table
3.4, are all measurable by the equipment used for each respective test. They are also all typical metrics
used to quantify material properties for unknown processing conditions, such as this research. The values
can be measured against other types of processing with similar testing by the same standards.
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Table 3.4: List of the experimental responses used and their corresponding unit.

Response
Tensile Yield Strength
Tensile Modulus
Flexural Yield Strength
Flexural Modulus
Energy Absorbed at Impact
Crystallinity

Unit
MPa
GPa
MPa
GPa
kJ m-2
%

Standard
ASTM D638
ASTM D638
ASTM D790
ASTM D790
ASTM D6110
N/A

3.4.3 Choice of Design
As mentioned previously, the design used was a 2-level fractional factorial, which has the form 2k-p,
where 2 is the number of levels, k is the number of factors, and p is the fraction used. This equation
describes the number of trial runs needed and what level of resolution is involved with that choice. The
downside for a fractional design is in the resolution of the experiment. Some of the main effects are aliased
with interaction terms, meaning they are mathematically indistinguishable. The alias structure chosen was
the default AB = D and AC = E. For more information on this, refer to Design and Analysis of Experiments
by D. Montgomery and Table 3.5 (Montgomery, 2013).
Table 3.5: Effect of factors and fraction on the total number of runs required and the resolution of the design. The
time to complete the testing is also estimated.

k
5
5
5

p
1
2
3

# of Runs
32
16
8

Resolution
>VI
V
III

Time Estimate (days)
22.50
11.25
5.625

Clearly it can be seen from Table 3.5 that just the post processing of 32 samples requires almost a
month of continuous furnace time. This does not account for printing time, failed runs, or time not in the
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lab. For this reason, a quarter fraction was used, with only eight runs required. The design was created in
JMP Pro 14 using the above factors and a randomized run order, shown in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: Design table created in JMP Pro 14 with a randomized run order.

3.5 Conducting the Experiment
The trials were run in a random order, as reported by JMP and all followed the same four step
processing plan. The steps start with printing, then annealing, cleaning and storing, and finally testing and
reporting.
Step 1 – Printing
Prior to printing, each spool of filament was placed in an oven to dry. Nylons have a particularly high
rate of moisture absorption, which negatively impacts the final printed part if not dried properly. The PA6
was dried at 70 C for 5 hours and then placed in the PrintDry box as described earlier. The gCode from
slicing with the parameters in Table 3.1, was loaded onto an SD card and inserted into the printer. After
the print completed, the raft was removed and discarded and the part placed in a sealed jar with desiccant.
The jar had color indicating Drierite granules to alert moisture absorption. The parts were stored here until
needed. The color after printing was a light, opaque white, as seen in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: As-printed PA6 testing part. The detail view on the right shows the 0° raster angle that all prints were
made with.

Step 2 – Heat Treatment
Before being pressurized and placed in the oven, the parts needed to be placed in the pressure chamber.
The most limiting factor was the length, but also the small volume available, as seen in Figure 3.10. The
parts were added in a way that no large, flat faces were in contact. After adding the parts, salt of varying
size (~2mm-dust), was added until the whole volume was filled. The chamber was vibrated to ensure
minimal voids in the salt and the highest packing between parts. The salt was added to restrict movement
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of the parts during the heating and pressurizing. The excess salt was skimmed off from the top until only
slightly above the rim. This helped with better packing when the lid was clamped on later.

Figure 3.10: Parts in the pressure chamber before adding the salt.

The expanded Teflon packing was placed in a loop around the rim of the chamber and overlapped at
the end. The top half of the chamber was carefully placed onto the Teflon loop. The assembly was then
placed between two steel plates and bolted very tightly. Next, it was placed on-end in a modified Yamato
Scientific America DX402C with the pressure fitting sticking out from the top of the furnace as in Figure
3.11a. The furnace does not have ramping functions built-in, so an Arduino with a Ramps 1.4 shield was
used to simulate button presses on the front panel. This allowed for specified heating and cooling curves
to be used. An attached LCD screen on the Ramps board, was used to set the annealing time, annealing
temperature and cooling rate for the run. A thermocouple attached to a Fluke 53-II B temperature logging
meter was place firmly in a hole on the upper portion of the pressure chamber. Readings were taken on 5
minute intervals. A thermistor was placed in another hole next to the thermocouple and connected to the
Arduino, as in Figure 3.11b. The probes were set into the titanium casing because the pressure chamber
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heated much slower than the surrounding air. The parts inside were assumed to be the same temperature
as the chamber.

Figure 3.11a: Setup of the furnace with the pressure chamber inside. The Arduino LCD panel and Fluke logger
are set to the right of the furnace. The pressure hose is connected to the pump, not in the picture.
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Figure 3.11b: Placement of the two temperature probes in the titanium pressure chamber.

The annealing timer was not started until the pressure chamber reached the intended annealing
temperature, about 45 minutes. Figure 3.12 shows all of the temperature recordings from the eight runs.
The cooling rates for the actual experiment were calculated to be 5.6 ºC/hr and 22.7 ºC/hr for the low and
high level, respectively. Without active cooling from an exterior source, after reaching near 50 ºC, cooling
was not linear, but instead followed Newton’s Law of Cooling.
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Figure 3.12: Temperature data for all of the eight runs done. The linear portion of the cooldown turns to
exponential, but only after Tg (dashed line).

When the desired temperature was reached, the chamber was pressurized to the prescribed value for
the run. Pressure was maintained in the system with periodic pumping to ensure the level did not drop
below the intended target. Upon completion of the annealing time, the pressure was either maintained or
released during cooling, based on the run being conducted. If the cooling step required pressure, periodic
pumping was used to maintain the level.
When the cooling completed, the pressure fittings and temperature probes were removed. The chamber
was removed from the oven and placed on a sturdy table. Using a wrench, the bolts were removed and the
Teflon packing discarded. The salt was prodded with a scoopula to dislodge large clumps and poured off.
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The color of the parts after heating varied for each run, mainly due to the addition of water into the
outer layer. The color variation can be seen in Figure 3.13 between the runs with the lightest and darkest
discoloration. Although this effect does not penetrate beneath the surface of the part, it is noted as a sideeffect of the processing. Likely while under heat and pressure, the water vapor in the surrounding air was
force between the polymer chains. For this reason, the parts are considered to be conditioned and not dry.

Figure 3.13: Color variation between runs 1 and 2 after heat treatment.

Step 3 – Cleaning and Storing
Each part was taken out of the chamber and inspected. Parts that were exposed to the high pressure
and high temperature condition tended to have more salt impregnated on their surfaces. This led to the
need for a cleaning step as they were not suitable for testing, clearly shown in Figure 3.14. To remove the
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bulk of the salt, a metal flat edge was used to lightly scrape the surface. Care was taken to not remove part
material, but was inevitably unavoidable. For the most extreme conditioned parts, namely runs #5 and #7
from the design table in Figure 3.8, small amount of water were used to dissolve the salt. Additional
scraping removed all remaining impregnated material. These parts were dried in forced air convection for
5 additional minutes. Parts from each run were stored in separate marked sandwich bags with desiccant
until testing.

Figure 3.14: Parts after being removed from the pressure chamber that have been heavily impregnated with salt.

Step 4 – Testing
When all of the runs were completed, the parts were taken to be tested on the same day. The two labs
were located in different locations, but held under similar ambient conditions. The tensile tests were
conducted by clamping each bar in the jaws and then straining them until failure. Different testing speeds
were tried on spare parts and it was observed that 5 mm/min was an adequate strain rate. After failure, the
jaws were returned to their original position and the part removed. A new part was placed in the fixture
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and the test was run again. The 3-point bend test was run by placing a part, centered by eye on the lower
fixture, as in Figure 3.6. Then crosshead was lowered until it nearly touched the part. This was done to
reduce the “slack time” before force was applied to the part. Each part was strained to 5% or until fracture.
Upon completion of a test, the crosshead was homed and a new part placed on the fixture. For each of
these tests, two samples from each trial run were used. The Charpy impact test was completed by placing
each part notch facing away from the hammer and aligned with the integrated locator. The hammer was
raised by hand and dropped by a solenoid activated trap door. The value displayed on screen was recorded
manually.
The final test used was measurement of crystallinity, done by DSC. A Shimadzu TA-60 DSC was used
for testing. A small piece of the filament, 5-15 mg, treated in each run, was weighed and hermetically
sealed in an aluminum pan. An empty aluminum pan was also sealed in the same way and placed on the
reference side of the instrument. The sample pan was placed right of this reference and the instrument
sealed to its operating state. The program run is listed in Table 3.6. A rate of 10 C/min heating and cooling
was chosen for consistency to related work (Kong & Hay, 2002; Millot, Fillot, Lame, Sotta, & Seguela,
2015). This did have an effect on the ability to detect relevant information from the testing. Namely, some
runs had erroneous bumps that cannot be explained due to the resolution afforded by the rate. A slower
rate may have accentuated these bumps more clearly for analysis (Sichina, 2000).
Heating and cooling cycles were done in inert gas and cooling was aided by liquid nitrogen. Only a
single cycle was recorded because the thermal history, i.e. post-processing, is destroyed by melting the
polymer and is what this work aims to quantify. For each run, two independent samples were taken from
the filament strand and tested. A sample DSC curve with heat analysis done in the Shimadzu software is
shown in Figure 3.15. This software was used to measure heat for all DSC samples.
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Table 3.6: Program used in DSC to measure phase change enthalpy of the nylon post-annealing.

Rate, C/min
10
-10

T1, C
0
250

T2, C
250
20

Hold Time, min
3
3

LN2
ü

Gas
ü
ü

Figure 3.15: Sample DSC curve and analysis of the heat of melting for run #5-1.
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Results and Discussion
4.1 Pre-Study
The work done in this research was based on prior, unpublished findings of strength improvement in
PA6 carbon fiber composite using annealing. The material, Markforged Onyx, uses the same blend of
nylon 6 as the filament in this research, but with added chopped carbon fibers, about 15-20% by volume.
This addition helps to make the parts perform better in bending and heat deflection tests. The experiments
with the Onyx material were done under different processing conditions, shown in Table 4.1, but serve as
a contrast to the present work. The printer used was a Markforged Mark 2 and the parts were sliced using
Eiger. Many of the 3D printing parameters are not adjustable and are unknown to the user.
Table 4.1: Parameters used to create test part from Markforged Onyx material.

Parameter
Nozzle Diameter (mm)
Extrusion Width (mm)
Layer Height (mm)
Outer Perimeters
Infill Density (%)
Infill Angle (º)

Value
0.40
N/a
0.10
2
100
45/-45

Parameter
Nozzle Temperature (ºC)
Bed Temperature (ºC)
Enclosure Temperature (ºC)
Print Speed (mm/s)
Bed Prep
Additions

Value
275
0
0
N/a
PVA Glue
None

The tests completed were only for tensile and impact resistance metrics. The ASTM D3039 and ASTM
D6110 were chosen as the standards for designing the parts. For each test, 12 parts were made, with 6
going through an annealing cycle and 6 tested as printed. The parts were annealed at 135 C for 2 hours
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and left in the oven to cool. The annealing was done in the same furnace as the current work, but without
the ramp down functionality. This meant that the cooling cycle followed Newton’s Law. Under these
conditions, it took roughly 2 hours to cool 40 C or equivalently 47.5 C/hr. The parts showed both slight
curling and twisting after removal from the oven.
The reason for furthering the study of annealing on FFF parts was in part due to the sharp rise in tensile
properties of the resulting parts. Figure 4.1 shows the average values for the measured metrics of both the
annealed and as-printed parts. The most remarkable result was the almost doubling of the tensile modulus
for the annealed parts. The increased tensile strength by 32% was also a notable improvement. As
expected, the impact resistance decreased by a sizable amount because the parts were more brittle and less
tolerant to sudden changes in force. From these results, it is clear that the annealing process has an impact
on parts made using FFF.

Figure 4.1: Results of the previous annealing study done with the Onyx material. For each graph, the average
value for the 6 annealed part is on the left and the average of the 6 as-printed parts on the right. A - Charpy
impact, B - Yield stress, C - Tensile modulus.
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4.2 Effect on Dimension and Color
In order to create a viable process that can be followed for pressurized annealing to strengthen parts,
the dimensional change needs to be understood. A contributor to changing dimension comes from the
closure of interior voids and increased bonding. These aspects of the process were investigated further.
4.2.1 Warping, Curling, and other Deformation
One difficulty of the annealing process is keeping the parts from warping during processing. By
bedding the parts in salt, this effect was all but eliminated when viewed by the naked eye. Previously this
was a crippling effect caused by heat treatment. Eliminating this effect is a step forward to making the
process more robust. The concern is to have sufficient packing tightness, without having the material
imbed into the part or interact with it. To this end, materials with varied sizes are suggested to better
accommodate any part geometry.
4.2.2 Volume Change
Prior to each of the heat treatments, each part was measured using a digital caliper.The values for
length, width, and depth were recorded. In the case of two similar parts being tested in the same run, a
single or double dot was drawn to distinguish them after treatment. It is common for the parts to shrink
post annealing due to the densification of the crystal structure and increased bonding. The measurements
for width and depth were taken at the mid-section of all parts. Figure 4.2 shows the results of these
measurements. Individual measurement values for each part can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 4.2: Average change in dimension for all parts in each run. From top to bottom, the measurements are for
length, width, and depth taken from the center of the part. The red lines indicate low pressure runs and the black
are the high pressure runs.

It is clear that the annealing process has the greatest effect and variability on the depth of the part. The
greatest decrease in size for all parts was in run #5. This run as well had the largest amount of salt baked
into the surface and required the most aggressive cleaning. Although care was taken in cleaning, some
material may have been removed and so the values for this run are taken with a grain of salt. A possible
reason the depth has the largest change post annealing is thought to be because the inter-layer necking is
the worst during printing, having the most potential for further sintering during the heat treatment (Li et
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al., 2002). It is typically more common for annealed parts to have in increase in the print direction
(Rangisetty & Peel, 2017). Between void closure, increased sintering, removal of salt from the exterior,
and the typical increase in depth, it is clear why this dimension had the highest variation. It is clear that
under high pressure, the trend is to decreased depth, while low pressure trends towards increased depth.
To a lesser degree, the width also had noticeable variation post-annealing. Much like in the build
direction, intra-layer necking is not very well developed in the print process, leading to a potential for
increased sintering to occur. Likely this was the case for the tested parts, no matter the pressure applied.
This is verified by the change in dimension in the length being the lowest absolute values, where increased
sintering is not a factor. The individual roads do not have the same potential for macro-scale changes, as
the only effect causing a change in length is densification of the polymer itself.
4.2.3 Void Sizing
One of the most interesting results from this work is on the internal structure of the parts, specifically
the voids created by the FFF process. For the low pressure runs, Figure 4.3a, the voids are more frequent
and larger. In runs #1 and #6 it also appears that a printing defect allowed large gaps to form in the print.
The applied pressure was able to reach these areas and act more to swell the void rather than close it. It is
also clear when comparing to the higher pressure runs, Figure 4.3b, that 100 psig may not be enough
pressure to compress voids on parts of this size. At 800 psig, it was possible to completely close the voids
as in runs #4 and #5. The high temperature runs also show better results, with smaller voids.
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Figure 4.3a: Fracture surface of the lower pressure annealing runs. The inset in run #2 highlights a region of
varying void sizing, indicating some work done by the applied pressure.
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Figure 4.3b: Fracture surfaces of the higher-pressure annealing runs. The inset in run #5 shows the brittle failure
and nearly full density achieved from the elevated pressure.

All runs showed brittle fracture during tensile testing. The results from the impact tests and the
micrographs also show this. The as-printed part showed a completely ductile fracture, which is typical for
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nylon 6 without any treatment. The ductile fracture surface was more challenging to distinguish voids as
they were distorted and also the Sharpie treatment did not work as well. Although not all high-pressure
samples had complete closure, it can be seen that soaking longer in the pressure at either temperature, had
the most significant effect. Runs #4, #5, and #7 each with qualitatively the best interior structure, had long
experimental times 24.33, 27.42, and 11.33 hours, respectively. Compared to the 4.5 hour experimental
time for run #3, it is more apparent why these part had great void closure.

4.3 Effect on Tensile Properties
The effect on tensile strength and tensile modulus seen in this work were not as expected based on the
pre-study experiment. Using a least-squares regression model showed that no significant factors arose,
shown in Figure 4.4a. Every main effect is given to show the trends that appeared from the post-processing
steps. At both high levels of temperature and pressure, 190 ºC and 800 psig respectively, the tensile
strength trends downward. This seems counterintuitive because it is assumed that more coalescence of the
roads will increase strength. More likely, due to not canning the parts, the salt impregnation created small
points of stress concentration that may have caused early failure. The profiler in Figure 4.4b indicates
negative trends for time and pressure, leading to the same conclusion of salt being an outside factor that
may have caused a lower yield stress.

Figure 4.4a: Parameter estimates table for tensile strength.
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Figure 4.4b: Main effect profiler for tensile strength.

All parts aside from run #1 and the as-printed, yielded and broke at very low strain and with brittle
characteristics, shown in Figure 4.5. All parts outside of run #1, yielded at around 20 MPa, a decrease
from the as-printed parts. The as-printed parts tested did not have brittle failure and were stopped after
sufficient strain. This is more typical behavior of nylons and leads to the conclusion that in strain type
applications, as-printed parts may be more suitable. The fracture sites in Figure 4.6 indicate that most
breaks went in a straight line across the width of the part, again indicating brittle characteristics. Some
parts fractured in multiple areas and not all broken pieces were recovered. It is reasonable to say that
applied elevated pressure while annealing as in this work, caused the parts to become weaker.
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Figure 4.5: All eighteen stress-strain curves of the annealed and as-printed parts. The inset shows runs #2-8 that
broke within low strain as compared to run #1 and as-printed.
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Table 4.2: Results table for the tensile yield strength and modulus.

Run

Tensile Yield Stress, MPa Tensile Modulus, GPa Elongation at Break, %

1

41.35

1.405

11.21

2

13.60

2.095

0.77

3

24.90

1.295

2.70

4

15.50

1.425

1.32

5

17.40

1.275

1.94

6

21.20

1.435

1.97

7

13.75

2.205

0.73

8

24.80

1.330

2.73

As-printed

32.65

0.675

NB

Figure 4.6: All 16 tested tensile parts.
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Due to the low number of runs completed, the normality conditions are more difficult to assess. The
residual plots in Figure 4.7 help to show that there is an argument to say that the data was normal and
independent. The normal quartile plot follows a straight line giving most weight to the center points, the
residuals have a mean of zero and no pattern. For this reason, the assessment that no factors had
significance is affirmed and only the trends are of note.

Figure 4.7: Plots of the residuals for the tensile parts.

The tensile modulus, determined from the curves in Figure 4.5, as well had no significant factors,
shown in Figure 4.8a. Increased time and temperature did trend to improve the tensile modulus with the
post-processing steps shown by the profiler in Figure 4.8b. This does make sense because the parts
became more brittle, but again the strain at failure was quite low. Compared to the as-printed values for
this material, this is at minimum an 89% increase and can be seen as a useful improvement resulting
from this processing. The increased pressure did not have any effect on the tensile modulus, but did
trend down in tensile strength leading to a conclusion that it may not be the most suitable conditioning
for tension applications.
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Figure 4.8a: Parameter estimates table for tensile modulus.

Figure 4.8b: Main effect profiler for tensile modulus.

Again, the normality of the data was assessed, which showed more unclear results. The runs appear
to be independent, but not following a normal curve, as highlighted by the normal quartile plot in Figure
4.9. This assumption of normality is more of a qualitative check, so it is given less weight than the other
plots. The residuals have a mean of zero and do not follow and trend, affirming the assumptions for the
statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.9: Residual plots for the tensile modulus data.

4.4 Effect on Flexural Properties
Unlike the tensile properties, the flexural strength did have significant factors, namely time,
temperature, and pressure. Although the high levels showed that there was a decrease of between 2 and
3.5 MPa in flexural strength, as shown in Figure 4.10a, this may be due to the salt that created pitting on
the surface, causing the parts to fail at low stresses. This is not typical for this type of processing and
further illuminates the liabilities of adding pressure to annealing.

Figure 4.10a: Parameter estimates table for flexural strength.
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Figure 4.10b: Main effects profiler for flexural strength.

Not all parts fractured within the 5% strain condition, shown in Figure 4.11a. Along with not
fracturing, some parts did not seem to reach their yield stress, shown in Figure 4.11b. The ASTM D790
standard states modifications that can be made for part that do not yield, but no new parts were available
for testing. Likely the true yield stress may be higher, but the current results still show significant trends
and are taken to be true. What can be seen is an atypical stress-strain relation for plastic parts, a sudden
rise in stress, followed by a slight bump down and then a rise again. This is believed to be the result of
slipping on the fixture from too long of a span. The span was set to the 16:1 ratio to depth as described in
the standard, but may have ended up being too wide. The results table, Table 4.3, shows that the processed
parts straddle the as-printed parts values for both flexural strength and modulus. Although the yield may
not have been reached for some of the parts, the modulus is assumed to be representative of the true values.
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Figure 4.11a: All 16 tested flexural bend test parts.
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Figure 4.11b: Stress-strain curves for all 3-point bend tests. A Savitzky–Golay filter was used to eliminate noise
in the data.
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Table 4.3: Results table from the 3-point bend testing.

Run

Flexural Yield Stress, MPa Flexural Modulus, GPa

1

34.74

1.081

2

23.22

1.331

3

31.69

0.933

4

22.80

0.972

5

22.67

0.719

6

29.25

0.888

7

20.00

1.810

8

33.78

1.001

As-printed

29.85

0.924

In the case of normality for the flexural testing, the same residual plots were assessed again. Figure
4.12 shows that the normal quartile plot has a fairly linear trend above and below the line, as well as the
residuals having a mean of zero and random pattern. The data is assumed to be independent and normal,
meaning the statistical analysis preformed is valid.

Figure 4.12: Normality checks for the residuals of the 3-point bend tests.
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Based on the data, it was not surprising that the flexural modulus had no significant main effects.
The values for the tested parts were not very different from the as-printed parts. Figure 4.13a and Figure
4.13b show the slight increasing trends for both the high levels of time and temperature on the flexural
modulus. The effect size is small and without significance. Likely, the sensitivity of the testing machine
was not suited well for the tested parts. As mentioned before, this was the most available testing
equipment, so the values are taken as is.

Figure 4.13a: Parameter estimates table for the flexural modulus.

Figure 4.13b: Main effects profiler for flexural modulus.

The normality assumptions for this data set looked very promising, as seen in Figure 4.14. Without
having significant factors, it is possible that the power for the experiment was too low to detect the changes
in flexural modulus. The statistical assumptions are valid still and the outcomes are taken as such.
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Figure 4.14: Residual plots for flexural modulus.

4.5 Effect on Impact Energy
The most unsurprising result from this work was the Charpy impact test results. Nylon 6 can be tuned
specifically for impact resistance, but in doing so, makes it a very ductile material. The ductile nature
means that any propagation of a failure point during impact will most likely not continue through the
whole part and cause complete failure. This is why some nylons under impact testing do not break. From
the annealing process elaborated on is this work, it was already stated that the parts became much more
brittle. This was the cause for a sharp decrease in the energy absorbed by the parts during testing, shown
in Table 4.4. In the best case, from this processing, there was almost a ten-fold decrease in energy absorbed
compared to not doing any annealing. Brittle fracture can also be seen from the inset in Figure 4.3b
showing the interior of the impact tested parts. In this case, all of the parts were fractured as seen in Figure
4.15, also indicating a decrease in ductile nature compared to as-printed performance.
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Figure 4.15: All eight tested Charpy impact tests.
Table 4.4: Results table from the Charpy impact testing.

Run

Impact Energy, kJ m-2

1

1.02

2

0.41

3

1.13

4

1.28

5

0.81

6

0.73

7

0.33

8

0.90

As-printed

10.72

The statistical analysis did not show anything unusual as well. Although no main effect factors were
significant, there is a trend downward for increased annealing time and temperature, seen from the
estimates table in Figure 4.16a profiler in Figure 4.16b. Under these conditions, the crystals had more
time to grow and create large grain boundaries. These large boundaries do not aid in reducing the
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propagation of cracks that form upon sudden impact, leading to failure with less energy absorbed. The
effect sizes are relatively small compared to the means, indicating that annealing may only cause slight
changes. For an application requiring such performance as impact resistance, the annealing process as
described in this work is still not suggested.

Figure 4.16a: Main effects parameter estimates table for Charpy impact testing.

Figure 4.16b: Main effects profiler for Charpy impact testing.

The analysis can be assumed correct based on the normality and independence of the residuals.
Based on Figure 4.17, the residuals do not follow and normal curve, but do tend to a straight line,
meaning it is reasonable to say the data is normally distributed. The residuals have a mean of zero
indicating a balance of responses above and below the true mean. The residuals also do not follow any
trend showing that each run is independent. With these assumptions, the statistical analysis is valid.
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Figure 4.17: Residuals plot for Charpy impact testing.

4.6 Effect on Crystallinity
An investigation into the change in crystallinity revealed results that seem counterintuitive compared
to conventional annealing. Firstly, seen in Figure 4.18a Figure 4.18b, time and no pressurized cooling
have significant effects. Due to the alias structure chosen, pressurized cooling has the same p-value as
the interaction between time and pressure. This means that this interaction is dominated by the effect
from time, leading to the same p-value for pressurized cooling. Although not significant, temperature
and pressure have close p-values to the alpha and may be significant with increase sample size/power.
The negative correlation of time and pressure is mysterious, but can be attributed again to salt
penetrating the polymer. A foreign substance in the polymer may have led to these results during DSC
testing. The increase in crystallinity with temperature does make sense as more crystals are melted and
allowed to reform. It is possible that in FFF parts, crystallinity is not the driving factor in performance.
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Figure 4.18a: Main effects parameter table for crystallinity.

Figure 4.18b: Main effects profiler for crystallinity.

The first heating DSC curves used for analysis of the polymers are given in Figure 4.19. The annealing
process did have a positive increase on the overall crystallinity of the parts. In some cases, there is a slight
bump that appears to the left of the melt curve. This indicates the formation of g-phase crystals alongside
the main a-phase crystals (Millot et al., 2015). Although the melt temperature of this filament is about 20
ºC lower than for bulk PA6, it appears the melt temperature can be tuned through annealing. The decrease
can also be attributed to additives that Markforged adds to make the material more printable. These further
allude to the difficulty of trying to determine optimal annealing conditions for PA6. Pressures in excess
of the ones tested here may still have a positive effect if the polymer is shielded from outside contaminates.
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Figure 4.19: First heating DSC curves from the Shimadzu TA-60 for eight runs. Only a single curve is shown for
each run to simplify the plot.
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Table 4.5: Results table from the crystallinity testing. Average values for melting temperature, heat of melting,
and crystallinity of two samples tested for each run.

Run

T m, C

ΔHm, J/g

C, %

1

202.13

73.33

31.88

2

201.76

63.15

27.46

3

200.55

61.72

26.83

4

198.04

53.52

23.27

5

197.03

75.05

25.65

6

202.75

57.20

24.87

7

197.32

53.17

23.12

8

201.59

57.68

25.08

As-printed (Engkvist, 2017) 202.26

45.99

20.00

The normality conditions for the crystallinity data was again assessed using the residuals. The
normal quartile plot in Figure 4.20 shows a skewed distribution, but adequate following of the straight
line. Without the outlier of run #1, the correlation will be even better, and thus is taken to be valid. The
residuals have a mean of zero and no apparent pattern meaning the runs were independent. These factors
together mean the statistical analysis is valid.
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Figure 4.20: Residual plots for crystallinity.

4.7 Validation Study
To determine what issues may have been introduced during pressurized annealing, samples of the
same material and printing parameters as Table 3.1 were made. These samples underwent similar
annealing procedures, with the exception of applied pressure and a confining medium. The usefulness of
this validation study is to ascertain a bit better why the observed results showed a general decrease in
strength properties as a result of post-processing methods described. To this end, eight tensile bars and
eight flexural bars were annealed according to Table 4.6. For each set of conditions, two bars were
annealed for each category of test. Based on the previous analysis, it was obvious that annealing
temperature and time were the best candidates to investigate further. The rate was set to the original high
value for all runs because the trend was towards increased strength with faster cooling.
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Table 4.6: Validation study annealing parameters. For each row, two tensile bars and two flexural bars were
tested.

Run Temperature, C Time, hr Rate, C/hr
1

140

0.75

30

2

140

6.0

30

3

190

0.75

30

4

190

6.0

30

4.7.1 Tensile Validation
The results from this testing proved to be more telling of the process and followed more closely what
was predicted from annealing of nylon. In Figure 4.21, observe that the newly annealed parts had high
strain before breaking and followed a ductile fracture mode, with the exception of run #4. To determine
both modulus and yield stress, a 2% strain offset was used. The results are summarized in Table 4.7. From
these results it is clear that run #1, the least harsh annealing, still benefits from treatment, almost doubling
the modulus. The tensile strength remained similar and the strain at break was lower than as-printed. The
real benefit is shown in runs #2 and #3 which have almost identical plots. There was a significant increase
in yield strength and modulus, 47.99% and 140%, respectively. Importantly, this means that high
annealing temperature and short time achieve the same results as low temperature and long time.
Depending on available resources, either method produces better results than as-printed. In the extreme,
high temperature and long time, the parts became much more brittle and showed only improvement in
modulus.
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Figure 4.21: Stress-strain plots for all eight tested tensile bars. The inset shows run #4, which broke within low
strain as compared to all the other parts. Note, as-printed parts were not strained to fracture.
Table 4.7: Results table of the tensile parts annealed in air. Each value is the average of two parts per run.

Run Tensile Yield Stress, MPa

Tensile Stress at Break,
MPa

Tensile Modulus,
GPa

Strain at Break, %

1

32.84

52.8

1.060

65.60

2

48.32

56.7

1.510

32.12

3

48.01

57.3

1.599

28.12

4

30.41

38.8

2.315

1.49
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4.7.2 Flexural Validation
The testing conditions for the new 3-point bending were modified to account for what was seen in the
initial experiment. The span was set to 50.56 mm as before, but using a value of Z = 0.10 mm/mm/min in
Equation 7, resulted in a crosshead motion rate of 13.47 mm/min. This was done to achieve yielding before
5% strain as in Procedure B of ASTM D790. Unfortunately this was not the case and all part yielded closer
to 7% strain.
Again the results from the in-air annealed parts showed that the annealing process is capable of
producing stronger parts under bending loads. As shown in Figure 4.22, runs #2 and #3 followed similar
responses as they did in the tensile testing. Run #1 was again the lowest performing member and can be
attributed to the lower processing conditions. Unlike the tensile tests, run #4 showed significant increase
in max stress, 201%, achieve compared to the as-printed parts. Table 4.8 shows the average values of the
two parts annealed in each run. The modulus for all runs was improved over as-printed values. The highest
improvement was an increase of 108%. No parts fractured as a result of testing to 10%. Compared to the
tensile testing, it appears that the more harsh testing, 190 C for 6 hours, produces the best parts for flexural
loading. Still less harsh conditions do lead to noticeable increases.
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Figure 4.22: Stress-strain plots for all eight tested 3-point bend bars. No bar fractured within the testing strain
limit. Note, as-printed parts were only tested to 5% strain.
Table 4.8: Results table of the 3-point bend parts annealed in air. Each value is the average of two parts per run.

Run Max Flexural Stress, MPa Flexural Modulus, GPa Strain at Peak Stress, %
1

46.47

0.989

7.63

2

61.81

1.488

7.33

3

64.57

1.553

7.15

4

89.97

1.925

6.66
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4.8 Effect of Pressure on FFF Parts
Although it was shown that isostatic pressure applied to FFF parts during annealing can lead to
decreased interior voids, the validation study completed has shown that pressure is a culprit in degrading
strength metrics. Namely there are three effects that are hypothesized to cause this decrease: confining
medium impregnation into the skin of the parts, pressure entering interior voids, and water absorption into
the polymer. Each will be looked at more closely and discussed
4.8.1 Confining Medium
As noted before, some parts had salt bedded into the exterior skin of the parts tested. Annealing in air
of the new parts did show that some parts are prone to warping post-annealing. It is therefore required that
a confining medium is used when doing any type of annealing on FFF parts. Adding an exterior layer to
the parts to protect them from the medium can lead to a reduction in the deleterious effects. The medium
of choice may also be a defining factor. A small particle size that can pack around the part may not cause
as large of pitting on the surface.
4.8.2 Pressure Tearing
One of the most likely factors for pressure being a harmful addition is the possibility for the pressure
to tear open the exterior of the part or seep into interior voids and cause them to swell. A close-up view
of the edge of an FFF part is shown in Figure 4.23 with the isostatic pressure acting on it. The ridges, which
are a by-product of the layer process, have a net opening force on them due to their elliptical shape. This
can actually aide in delamination at a small scale and inhibit sintering across the printed roads. If pressure
is to enter the interior geometry, it acts like a balloon, again making sintering less likely. Together, this
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makes sense that the pressurized parts, although with less voids, may have not actually had improved
adhesion all-around.

Figure 4.23: Pressure causing a net tearing force on the exterior ridges of the FFF part.

4.8.3 Water Absorption
With nylon parts, water plays a big role in determining material properties. Conditioned versus dry
parts will behave much different. Water attracts to the amide group and causes a decrease in yield strength
and modulus, but increase in elongation (Dijkstra - Vinken, 2008). Annealing under pressure in air, likely
forced water vapor into the polymer. Above the glass temperature, the water vapor can penetrate easily
into the chains. Annealing without pressure did result in a surface discoloration, but not to the level that
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some runs of the designed experiment showed. To this end, it seems reasonable that water in the polymer
matrix led to a decrease in strength, promoted by the elevated pressure. As a plasticizer, the water did not
have the effect of increasing elongation. The interaction of the tearing discussed earlier may have over
shadowed any effect this may have had. Annealing under pressure may greatly benefit from an inert
environment to eliminate this effect.
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Conclusions
In this thesis a first look at the effects of annealing nylon co-polymer FFF prints under elevated
pressure was examined. Multiple strength metrics were used, namely tensile and flexural strength/modulus
and impact energy as well as the crystallinity to characterize the process. The estimates for the factors:
time, temperature, pressure, cooling rate, and pressurized cooling were all formally investigated using a
designed experiment and analyzed in JMP with a confidence interval of 95%. Using only eight trial runs,
a first look at the parameter estimates was determined for this process. After the initial screening
experiments, a series of annealing cycles were done without pressure and confining medium to better
understand the effect of pressure during annealing.
The effect of pressure on the physical performance of the nylon parts was not expected and did not
have the same strength increase compared to the pre-study results. Although it was shown that the
crystallinity of the parts increased with annealing, the typical increase in yield strength did not accompany
it. Similarly, with high applied pressure, the internal voids were significantly affected, but did not seem
to affect part yield strength. The modulus for all parts did however increase for all tensile bars and some
flexural bars. The impact energy was greatly affected by the annealing and decreased for all tested parts
under all conditions. It was shown that applied pressure and heat is a viable method for compaction of
internal voids in FFF parts, but not for increased part performance.
To validate these results and help to explain the apparent downside of pressure during annealing, parts
were annealed under similar conditions. No pressure or confining medium was used. These results showed
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the intended outcome for annealing of nylon parts, with increased properties across all parts. The brittle
fracture mode was only evident in one set of part and parts performed over as-printed ones. This is all to
say that applied pressure as done in this thesis is not a viable post-processing method for strengthening
FFF parts. More care needs to be taken to account for the way pressure is applied to the surface of the part
and the environment it is held in.

5.1 Recommendations for Future Work
•

Focus on the effects that showed statistical significance and the tests that show promise.

•

Using a larger sample size, assess more levels within the significant factors.

•

Use a material to can the parts before exposing them to heat and pressure.

•

Attempt a multi-step post-processing plan, involving heating under pressure followed by a quench
to gain benefits from void closure and ductile nature of PA6.

•

Explore lower annealing temperatures with faster cooling rates.
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Appendix A
Physical Measurements

Before
Sample Style

Dots

Length
(mm)

After

Change

Width Depth Length
(mm) (mm) (mm)

Width Depth Length Width Depth
(mm) (mm) (%)
(%)
(%)

1

Tensile 1

136.43

13.07

3.34

133.93

12.82

3.50

-1.83

-1.91

4.79

1

Tensile 2
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13.06

3.31
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3.40

-1.91

-1.15

2.72

1

Flex

1

123.53

12.37

2.84

121.37

12.24

2.84

-1.75

-1.05

0.00

1

Flex

2
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12.55

2.82

121.26

12.51
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-1.89

-0.32

1.06

1
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1
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12.08
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12.10
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-1.31

0.17
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3.29
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1
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2
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-4.04
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Before

Change

Width Depth Length
(mm) (mm) (mm)

Width Depth Length Width Depth
(mm) (mm) (%)
(%)
(%)

125.38

12.13

12.60
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12.11

12.66

-1.10

-0.16
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Flex

2

123.66

12.68

3.05

122.31

12.60

2.96

-1.09

-0.63

-2.95

8

Impact

1

126.09

12.12

12.96

125.05

12.04

12.94

-0.82

-0.66

-0.15

Sample Style

Dots

7

Flex

2

7

Impact

Length
(mm)

After

95

